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What we are going to do?
- Overview of marine planning in Scotland

- Two case studies: 

- David Nairn – community experience of Hunterston decommissioning developments/planning 
process 

- Sally Campbell – development of salmon farming in the Clyde

- Assessing current scope for participation and quality of community engagement in marine 
planning – GROUP DISCUSSION
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Scotland's Marine Economy
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Offshore Wind 
Search 
Areas – currently
out for consultation



Concerns about the NMP
Local development plans (LDPs) were generally considered by attendees to have limited referencing 
of the Plan and little focus on land/sea interactions. 

There was a perception among attendees that the Plan is being used positively in decision making 
and an understanding that some planning authorities use policies or objectives in the Plan to support 
or look favourably on licence or consent applications. It was commented that no-one was aware of 
any bodies using the Plan to refuse or prevent a proposal. 



Contradictions in marine planning objectives?
“There were a number of activities suggested which might require a greater consideration in future 
including: Atlantic offshore oil, decommissioning of existing oil and gas infrastructure in the North 
Sea, carbon capture and energy storage, floating offshore wind, small scale wave and tidal energy, 
large scale aquaculture production including facilities further offshore, mining precious minerals and 
seaweed harvesting.”

Vs?

“Growing wildlife tourism as an economic sector is dependent upon maintenance of a good quality 
environment including protection of landscape/seascapes, healthy ecosystems including populations 
of birds and marine mammals and also requires development of shore-based facilities and 
infrastructure”





Opportunities for participation

- National Marine Plan

- Regional Marine Planning

- Sectoral Plans

- Individual planning and licensing applications

- Active management – Crown Estate Local Management Pilot Scheme



Stages of a regional marine plan
1. Initial meetings – awareness raising
2. Public and stakeholder workshops/events
3. Preparation of pre-consultation of draft Regional Marine Plan
4. Comment on pre-consultation draft
5. Development of consultation draft
6. Consultation – 12 weeks
7. Revision – and submission to Ministers
8. Consideration by Ministers -> adoption 
9. Review



Offshore Wind - community benefits packages
Offshore developers should engage - community councils, wider community groups, local authorities

“Community groups can be supported to engage in community benefit discussions by contacting 
Local Energy Scotland. Communities are encouraged to consider scope for strategic spending in their 
area. Communities should be aware that there may be limitations on the scope of community 
benefits, or how many communities can be fairly represented – such limitations should be discussed 
with the developer and understood at an early stage.”



“Concerns were also raised that devolution of the management of 
the assets may lead to fragmentation and “commodifying the sea 
bed” as long-term arrangements come into effect.”





National Standards for Community Engagement

1. Inclusion
2. Support
3. Planning
4. Working Together
5. Methods
6. Communication
7. Impact
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